
 
 
 

Big Gems Color Emmy’s Red Carpet 
By Deborah Yonick, Jewelry Style Expert 

 

It’s cliché to say color gemstone jewelry is a trend on the red carpet, when in fact it’s the must-have, 
go-to accessory of Hollywood’s most stylish leading ladies. Hands down, the big gemmy designs are 
the ones you remember. Bold earrings, statement necklaces, cuff bracelets, and eye-catching cocktail 
rings in vibrant gemstones sparkled at the 65th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards®, September 22. 
 

Among the most unforgettable, the vivacious Sofia Vergara (“Modern Family”) looked like more than a 
million bucks, $7 million to be exact, in Lorraine Schwartz platinum jewels, including three-tier drop 
earrings featuring unheated ruby, sapphire and Colombian emerald totaling more than 100 carats, and 
a huge 40-carat Colombian emerald and diamond ring. 
 

 
 
 
 

Rubies, emeralds and sapphires are always in fashion—timelessly on trend and rich in color. Among 
the fans of The Precious Trio, wearing Neil Lane are: Best Actress winner, Claire Danes (“Homeland”) 
in a 40-carat emerald platinum and diamond bracelet, priced at a cool million; and Margo Martindale 
(“The Americans”) in a platinum sapphire bracelet and sapphire and enamel ring. Also notable, Michelle 
Dockery (“Downton Abbey”) in a ruby ring, Morena Baccarin (“Homeland” and AGTA Spectrum 
Awards™ model) in ruby earrings and rings, and Tina Fey (“30 Rock”) in Art Deco sapphire bracelets 
and ring—all Fred Leighton, circa 1950’s with diamonds in platinum. 

Sofia Vergara in Lorraine Schwartz 
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Shout-outs must go to several Lorraine Schwartz devotees as well, boasting big three bling, including 
Christina Hendricks (“Mad Men”) in Colombian emerald and diamond chandelier earrings, with a 35-
carat emerald ring and bangle bracelet; Sarah Hyland (“Modern Family”) in 60-carat Colombian 
emerald earrings, and carved emerald, black jade and diamond bracelet and 10-carat emerald and 
diamond ring; and model/mogul Heidi Klum in cluster earrings bursting with 15 carats of unheated 
rubies, and an 8-carat emerald-cut ruby ring. 
 

Michael O’Connor, jewelry stylist-to-the-stars and Reelz Channel host of MovieStyle with Michael 
O’Connor explains that because many gowns have a lot going on like beading, big ruffles, lace overlay, 
cutouts and unusual necklines—dramatic earrings and cocktail rings are top accessory choices to pop 
color. 

 
 
 
 

Claire Danes in Neil Lane 
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Erica Courtney cocktail ring worn by Alfre Woodard 
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Bold dangling earrings are key on the carpet, with an array of amazing examples like Alfre Woodard  
(“Steel Magnolias”) in fancy morganite drops on marquis diamond and platinum hoops and a pretty 
precious imperial pink topaz pillow-top ring by Erica Courtney—AGTA Member and AGTA Spectrum™ 
Award-winning designer; Anna Gunn (“Breaking Bad”) in Lightning Ridge opal and pink opal drops in 
rose gold and diamonds by Irene Neuwirth; and Allison Williams (“Girls”) in 19th century Fred Leighton 
amethyst and gold pendant earrings. 
 

 
 

  
 

Popping personality, our favorite style mavens are talking with their hands, wearing bold gemmy 
cocktail rings—perfect for “E! News” “mani-cam”. In the spotlight was Kate Mara (“American Horror 
Story”) in an east-west emerald-cut rainbow moonstone gold ring by Irene Neuwirth; Christine Baranski 
(“The Good Wife”) in a Fred Leighton Art Deco aquamarine and diamond platinum ring; and Mayim 
Bialik (“Big Bang Theory”) in a 14-carat African emerald and diamond ring by AGTA Member Takat 
(and cool green onyx and diamond earrings by Bellarri, AGTA Member and AGTA Spectrum™ Award-
winning designer). Coveting too, Neil Lane garnet and diamond ring (and bracelets) on Kaley Cuoco 
(“Big Bang Theory”). 

 
Statement necklaces have made a comeback on the carpet with the most amazing Emmy example 
found in a gorgeous Colombian emerald and diamond design by Lorraine Schwartz that entertainment 
journalist Maria Menunos rocked, valued at $2.5 million, #SimplyStunning! 
 

O’Connor also cited the Gatsby Effect-inspiring pearl props, with shows like “Downton Abbey” and 
“Boardwalk Empire” fueling interest in vintage style. He hails designers’ use of pearls in new, hip ways 
as fashion elements. Cultivating the trend were actresses like Malin Akerman (“Newsreaders”), who 
wore a pearl and diamond platinum ring and bracelets by Neil Lane; and Anna Faris (“Mom”) adorned 
in 19th century Fred Leighton pearl and gold pendant earrings and pearl, emerald and diamond bracelet. 
O’Connor adds that bejeweled hairpins and brooches, big from this era, are also popular adornments. 

Anna Gunn in Irene Neuwirth 
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Fresh from the Spring 2014 runways, black and white was a top red carpet trend. Spied in this classic 
combination, singer Carrie Underwood wore black diamond drop earrings with diamond pave bows by 
Michael M.; Elisabeth Moss (“Mad Men”) in onyx and diamond platinum bracelets by Neil Lane; and 
Tracy Pollan (“The Michael J. Fox Show”) in Fred Leighton black jade, rock crystal and diamond 
pendant earrings. We also love the spin Irene Neuwirth puts on her pairing of black onyx and white 
diamonds in jewelry set in warm rose gold as worn by Linda Cardellini (“Mad Men”), Constance Zimmer 
(“The Babymakers”) and Leslie Mann (“The Bling Ring”). 
 

 
 
 

Carrie Underwood in Michael M. 
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Elizabeth Moss in Neil Lane 
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But perhaps Taylor Schilling from “Orange is the New Black” will make that phrase a reality, flaunting 
a gold cleaved citrine ring by Jorge Adeler, AGTA Member and AGTA Spectrum™ Award-winning 
designer; as well as a citrine gold cuff bracelet and earrings by Neil Lane. Amy Poehler (“Parks & 
Recreation”) also looked radiant in bright orange fire opal gold earrings and ring by Irene Neuwirth. 
 

 
 
 
 
With holiday parties fast upon us, just remember, on whatever carpet you walk, beautiful gemstone 
jewelry will make you feel and look like the celebrity in the room! 
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